New developments in the treatment of basal cell carcinoma: update on current and emerging treatment options with a focus on vismodegib
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Abstract: Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most common form of skin cancer worldwide. Although most BCCs can be treated by relatively simple surgical or nonsurgical methods, some patients with BCC may eventually develop advanced disease which can either be locally destructive or even include metastatic spread. The present review summarizes the current literature on the treatment of both early and advanced BCC with a focus on the hedgehog inhibitor vismodegib which has become an integral part of the management of patients with advanced BCC since its regulatory approval in 2012.
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Introduction to the management issues in the treatment of basal cell carcinoma (BCC)

BCC of the skin arises from follicular stem cells in the epidermis and is the overall most common cancer in Caucasian people worldwide.1 Estimates of annual BCC incidence rates vary widely as BCC diagnoses are typically not reported in national cancer registries. These rates range from 25–172 new cases annually per 100,000 inhabitants in Europe up to 1,500–1,800 new cases annually per 100,000 inhabitants in the US and Australia.2–4 As witnessed for other skin cancers, there has been a gradual increase in BCC incidence over the past decades, which was particularly pronounced in European countries while incidence rates in Australia appear to have stabilized in individuals below the age of 60 years, owing to skin cancer prevention programs.5,6 Various environmental, phenotypic and genetic risk factors have been identified to contribute to the development of BCC. Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation – particularly intense, intermittent (recreational) exposure – is the most important environmental risk factor for BCC development.4 The influence of UV exposure is pronounced in individuals with light skin and a low ability to tan.7,8 Higher risk for BCC development also correlates with increasing age, male gender and immunosuppression.9 Mutations in PTCH1 or p53 represent the most frequent genetic alterations contributing to BCC development and can be detected in around 70% and 60% of BCCs, respectively.10 The pivotal inactivating PTCH1 mutations were originally described in families with Gorlin syndrome, a rare, autosomal-dominant inherited disease predisposing to early BCC development.11 Loss-of-function mutations in the PTCH1 gene lead to subsequent upregulation of hedgehog signaling and are of particular interest in regard to the present review, as vismodegib (vismo,
Vismo binds and inhibits the activating smoothened homologue – which is usually inhibited by a functioning PTCH1 protein – hence inhibiting smoothened-mediated downstream oncogenic hedgehog signaling in BCC.  

Physiologically, hedgehog signaling plays a crucial role in cell growth and tissue differentiation during embryogenesis, but is usually downregulated in adult tissues. Besides the frequent loss-of-function mutations in the PTCH1 gene, other mutations leading to oncogenic hedgehog pathway activation and BCC development can affect the smoothened or SUFU genes in decreasing frequency.  

Recently, new BCC-associated genes such as PTPN14 and LATS1 as effectors of the Hippo-YAP pathway and MYCN as well as mutations in the TERT and DPH3-OXNAD1 promoters have been described to be involved in BCC carcinogenesis.  

Despite the complex discoveries regarding the genetic background and the systemic treatment of BCC, management of patients with early BCC is usually straightforward and mostly surgical. Clinically, three different subtypes of BCC can be distinguished: nodular, superficial and morpheaform BCC. The clinical subtype of BCC substantially influences further treatment decisions as it already contains prognostic information. Superficial BCC, which typically presents as an erythematous patch on the trunk of patients, is associated with a low risk of recurrence, whereas nodular or morpheaform BCC may recur more frequently, particularly if additional risk factors for recurrence are present. These include tumor size, location, definition of clinical margins, histological subtype, systemic immunosuppression and previous treatments (in cases of recurrent tumors). Taking into account these various risk factors, a classification of BCCs into low-, intermediate- and high-risk tumors has been proposed and can facilitate the choice of treatment. In general, most BCCs can be cured by simple surgical excision. In certain patients, however, surgical treatment may not be feasible, owing to patient- or tumor-related factors. For example, some patients may develop multiple concurrent superficial BCCs and prefer nonsurgical local treatment options, while other patients present with locally advanced and hence unresectable or metastatic BCCs (mBCCs) and qualify for radiotherapy (RT) or systemic treatment with a hedgehog inhibitor such as vismo.  

A brief overview of the evidence and efficacy of currently available surgical and nonsurgical treatment options for BCC is given in the next section.

**Current and emerging treatment options for BCC**  
**Surgical treatment**  
Conventional surgical removal with varying safety margins has been the standard treatment of BCC for decades. After excision, histological examination of BCC specimens is most often performed using the vertical section (bread-loaf) technique. This technique has certain limitations, as only about 1% of tissue margins are actually examined. Hence, tumor recurrence can occur despite a tumor-free margin documented on the histology report. The frequency of tumor recurrence after conventional surgical excision has been analyzed in a large meta-analysis including a total of more than 16,000 BCC specimens. Recurrence rates for primary BCCs varied between 0.39% and 3.96% depending on the size of the surgical margin (2–5 mm). The authors also found that a positive margin was associated with tumor recurrence in 27% of cases. Conventional surgical removal of recurrent BCCs, in turn, leads to higher recurrence rates, ranging from 11.6% to 17.4%. Hence, Mohs micrographic surgery is recommended for recurrent BCCs by most international guidelines, at least if other risk factors for recurrence are present. In Mohs surgery, intraoperative evaluation of surgical margins on frozen sections enables the surgeon to perform targeted re-excision of remaining tumor tissue within the same surgical session. For primary BCC, a randomized prospective trial comparing excision by Mohs with conventional excision and histological work-up yielded recurrence rates of 2% and 4%, respectively. For recurrent tumors, the same authors reported a rate of 2.4% vs 12.1% for Mohs and conventional surgery, respectively. In general, recurrence rates after Mohs surgery range from 1% to 3% for primary and from 2% to 7% for recurrent BCCs after a follow-up time of 3–5 years. Hence, if available, Mohs micrographic surgery can be particularly suggested for recurrent tumors or tumors in high-risk locations, for example, the nose or periorificial areas of the head and neck.

**Nonsurgical treatment**  
For low-risk tumors (ie, superficial BCC), several nonsurgical, either physically ablative or medical, treatments are frequently used in clinical practice. These treatment alternatives are typically considered in patients in whom surgery is contraindicated or impractical due to age or comorbidities and in patients who refuse surgical treatment. If available, also (superficial) RT may be offered in such treatment scenarios.
Locally ablative treatments include curettage with subsequent electrodesiccation and cryotherapy. Recurrence rates with these treatments vary greatly, depending on the anatomical site, tumor type and the experience of the treating physician, as no standardized protocols are available. Recurrence may occur within 5 years after treatment of primary BCC with curettage or cryotherapy in 3%-19% and and 8%-40%, respectively. Both techniques are recommended for low-risk primary BCC after careful patient selection. Due to high recurrence rates, ablative treatment of recurrent BCC is generally not recommended.

Alternative to ablative therapies and particularly in patients with multiple concurrent low-risk BCCs, topical medical treatments such as 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), imiquimod or photodynamic therapy (PDT) may be considered.

The toll-like receptor agonist imiquimod is the best studied topical treatment and is usually applied five times a week for 6–12 weeks. This regimen is approved for treatment of superficial BCC both in the European Union and the US. Imiquimod is effective in the treatment of superficial BCC and other types of skin cancer (actinic keratosis, lentigo maligna) through induction of a T-helper-1 cell-dominated antitumor immune response. Clearance rates of superficial BCCs in low-risk locations after topical imiquimod for 6–12 weeks range around 80%. Low-risk nodular BCCs may also respond to imiquimod in up to 76% of cases, yet the application in nodular BCC is not routinely recommended. Recurrence of responding lesions is possible and tends to occur early, typically within the first 24 months after treatment.

The topically applied chemotherapeutic agent 5-FU is widely used as a field treatment of actinic keratosis, but has been studied less extensively in BCC. At least one randomized, controlled trial showed non-inferiority of 5-FU compared to PDT in the treatment of superficial BCC, which justifies the recommendation of its use in this tumor subtype in different guidelines. The probability of tumor-free survival 5 years after treatment in this trial was 62.7% for PDT and 70.0% for 5-FU (applied twice daily for 4 weeks).

Another, possibly emerging topical treatment option for superficial or low-risk nodular BCC is ingenol mebutate. Similar to imiquimod, this substance induces an antitumor immune response. Currently, ingenol mebutate is approved only for the use in field cancerization with actinic keratosis. Evidence of its efficacy in (superficial) BCC is limited to case reports and series as well as an early randomized Phase II dose-finding trial. Treatment with ingenol mebutate has mostly been evaluated in patients with superficial BCC. The 0.05% concentration appears to be the most efficacious. Yet, efficacy needs to be further confirmed in larger prospective studies, before ingenol mebutate may eventually be established as another topical treatment option in BCC.

PDT with either 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) or methyl-aminolevulinate (MAL) utilizes the photosensitizing properties of these substances to induce a photodynamic reaction through enhanced light absorption by protoporphyrin IX. Standardized PDT protocols for 5-ALA and MAL vary slightly in terms of the duration of topical application of the respective photosensitizer (3–6 hours). Treatment is typically repeated after 1 or 2 weeks and occasionally once more at a later time point. The main side effect of PDT is localized pain in the area of treatment, which often mandates different forms of (local) anesthesia. Efficacy of 5-ALA- and MAL-PDT in the treatment of different forms of BCC appears similar, which has been directly shown in a small comparative study in nodular BCC. Response rates after PDT range from 87% to 97% for superficial BCC and from 33% to 91% in nodular BCC. Tumor thickness appears to be the most important predictor of response to PDT in nodular tumors. Hence, PDT should only be considered in superficial nodular tumors. Recurrence rates after PDT are roughly comparable to those after cryotherapy (around 20% after 5 years). The main advantage of PDT is cosmetic outcome which has been repeatedly shown to be superior both to surgery and cryotherapy. PDT is therefore recommended as a treatment of choice for patients with multiple superficial or thin nodular BCCs, particularly if located at cosmetically important locations. Recently, daylight PDT – using the sun as a natural light source – has largely replaced conventional PDT in the treatment of non-hyperkeratotic actinic keratosis or fields of actinic damage on the face and scalp. Daylight PDT is associated with a significant pain reduction compared to conventional PDT, while being comparably efficacious even after 6 and 12 months of follow-up. An early explorative study of daylight PDT in BCC suggests unchanged efficacy also in this type of nonmelanoma skin cancer. Yet, larger studies are necessary before daylight PDT may also be recommended as a conservative treatment alternative for BCC.

Radiotherapy
Different forms of local RT may be considered as an alternative to surgical treatment of BCC. These include superficial RT, conventional RT with electron beams and brachytherapy.
Due to the inevitably occurring cutaneous long-term sequelae of RT (impaired cosmetic outcome, increased carcinogenesis), primary RT is recommended only in patients above the age of 60 years who are not amenable to or refuse surgery. Using superficial RT (soft X-rays, 20–50 kV, 40–60 Gy), Zagrodnik et al. reported an overall 5-year recurrence rate of 15.8% after primary treatment of 175 BCCs. The recurrence rate was lower in patients with nodular BCC compared to those with superficial or sclerodermiform BCC (8.2% vs 26.1% and 27.7%, respectively). A more recent retrospective analysis of 712 BCCs (631 of which were nodular) treated primarily with superficial RT showed a 5-year recurrence rate of 4.2%. The only prospective trial comparing different forms of RT (predominantly brachytherapy) with surgery in primary BCC of the face measuring less than 4 cm in 347 patients yielded a 4-year failure rate of 7.5% in the RT compared to 0.7% in the surgery group. In addition, the short- to mid-term cosmetic outcome after RT was inferior to that of surgery in this trial, which again supports the recommendation of a primarily surgical approach in most patients. Adjunctive RT after primary resection with positive margins, in turn, is a more established RT indication in BCC, particularly in tumors with a perineural growth or invasion of cartilage or bone. RT is also recommended in cases of tumor recurrence in surgically difficult locations either as definitive or as adjuvant treatment. Locally advanced BCC (laBCC) or mBCC, which is discussed in further detail in this review, usually requires a multidisciplinary therapeutic approach. Local RT is a fundamental component of this complex treatment strategy and can be initiated either primarily or as an adjuvant therapy.

**Systemic treatment in advanced BCC**

Advanced BCC is defined as either locally advanced and unresectable or metastatic disease. As outlined above, most “typical” BCCs can be managed with a relatively low risk of recurrence by surgical and nonsurgical methods. At some point, however, particularly after repeated recurrences with involvement of underlying structures such as bones, cartilages or muscles, a BCC may be deemed unresectable by the treating physicians. The incidence of unresectable laBCC can hardly be estimated, as the definition of unresectable disease largely depends on the existing expertise at the respective dermatological center and is also a matter of perspective. In some tumors, for example, surgery may be technically possible, but would be associated with functional impairments and marked morbidity despite a high remaining risk of recurrence. The incidence of mBCC has been estimated at 0.0028%–0.55% in patients previously diagnosed with BCC.

Historically, laBCC or mBCC was treated by chemotherapy after exhaustion of surgical and radiotherapeutic treatment options. Cisplatin-based monotherapy or combination regimens is most frequently used. Despite reports of partial or complete responses to different regimens, the therapeutic benefit of chemotherapy has never been demonstrated in prospective randomized trials. Hence, chemotherapy is currently not recommended for the treatment of advanced BCC by international guidelines.

The importance of hedgehog pathway inhibitors such as vismo or sonidegib in the treatment of advanced BCC has already been mentioned in the introductory section of this review. Five years after the initial report of clinical data on vismo, the first Phase I study reporting on the second FDA – and European Medicines Agency (EMA) – approved smoothened inhibitor, sonidegib, was published. Most recently, 42-month follow-up results of the Phase II BOLT trial of sonidegib in advanced BCC were presented at the 2018 American Society of Clinical Oncology Annual Meeting. This trial, first reported on in 2015, compared two dosing regimens (200 vs 800 mg per day) of sonidegib in a double-blinded, 1:2 randomized fashion. After 42 months, the overall response rate (ORR) by central review in this trial remained stable at 56.1% and 46.1% for the 200 and the 800 mg dose in laBCC, respectively. In mBCC, the ORR was 7.7% and 17.4%, respectively. The disease control rate was approximately 90% in both groups, irrespective of the dosing regimen. Efficacy and side effect profile of sonidegib trial appear generally comparable to results from large-scale studies with vismo, although direct comparative clinical studies would be necessary to thoroughly assess potential differences. For a detailed review on the pharmacology and clinical utility of sonidegib in advanced BCC, we refer to a recent article by Wahid et al in this journal.

It has been found that BCCs harbor the highest mutational burden of all human cancers. As mutational burden is a known predictor of response to cancer immunotherapy, for example, with PD-1 inhibitors, one can speculate that patients with advanced BCC are likely to respond to anti-PD-1 antibody-based immunotherapy. Several case reports and series reporting remissions of laBCC or mBCC after anti-PD1 therapy support this hypothesis. Several prospective controlled trials (ClinicalTrials.gov identifiers NCT03132636, NCT03521830 and NCT02690948) have been designed to further explore the potential of PD-1 antibodies as an emerging treatment option in advanced BCC.
Pharmacology, efficacy, safety and tolerability of vismo

In 2009, von Hoff et al were the first to report the clinical activity of vismo in a Phase I trial including 33 patients with advanced BCC (15 with laBCC, 18 with mBCC).12 Vismo was administered orally at three different dose levels (150, 270 or 540 mg once daily [QD]). Sixteen partial and two complete responses were assessed by cross-sectional imaging or physical examination. Progressive disease occurred in four patients, while the remaining 11 patients had stable disease. No dose-limiting toxicities were reported despite continuous drug administration for up to 19 months.

An update of this Phase I trial with vismo was published by Lorusso et al in 2011.64 One additional partial response was reported in the original study population, resulting in an ORR of 58% with a median duration of response (DOR) of 12.8 months (range: 3.7–26.4 months). Pharmacokinetic(s) (PK) analyses led to a recommended Phase II dose of 150 mg QD, since administration of higher vismo doses did not increase steady-state plasma concentrations.

A separately published detailed PK analysis of this trial revealed a central role of plasma protein binding, particularly to alpha-1-acid glycoprotein, which explains the unusual, nonlinear PK of vismo.65 Further studies analyzing the PK after single and multiple dosing of oral and intravenous vismo in healthy subjects showed that solubility-limited absorption is the second mechanism contributing to the nonlinear PK of vismo.66 Based on these peculiar PK results, Lorusso et al also investigated two alternative dosing schedules of vismo (150 mg three times per week or once weekly, both after an initial 11-day QD loading phase) compared to the recommended Phase II dose of 150 mg QD.67 However, mean total and unbound steady-state concentrations of vismo were lower after both alternative dosing schedules. Hence, the 150 mg QD dose was carried forward in subsequent studies. An additional pharmacological study by Sharma et al evaluated the effect of food intake or fasting on the PK of vismo.68 Although a high-fat meal was found to increase the plasma exposure to a single dose of vismo, at steady state, no influence of dietary intake on exposure to vismo was detected. Therefore, oral intake of vismo can be recommended with or without food.

The first results of the pivotal Phase II ERIVANCE study were published by Sekulic et al and led to approval of vismo for the treatment of advanced BCC both by the FDA and the EMA in 2012 and 2013, respectively (Table 1).69 A 12-month update and a final report of this study were subsequently published.53,70 ERIVANCE was a single-arm, two-cohort, international multicenter study with the primary end point of ORR assessed by central review. The study population comprised a total of 104 patients, 71 with laBCC and 33 with mBCC. In the initial analysis 9 months after accrual of the last patient, independent review yielded an ORR of 30% and 43% for mBCC and laBCC, respectively.69 Response rates assessed by local investigators were generally higher throughout the study, reported at 48.5% and 60.3% in the final analysis for mBCC and laBCC, respectively.53 Disease control could be achieved in the majority of patients, while progressive disease was rare at the initial assessment of response (two patients with mBCC and six patients with laBCC). Regarding secondary end points, median DOR was 14.8 and 26.2 months and median progression-free survival was 9.3 and 12.9 months, again referring to mBCC and laBCC in the final analysis of the trial, respectively. Median overall survival was only reached in the mBCC cohort at 33.4 months. A total of 33 deaths (31.7%) was reported, 17 (16.3%) of which were the result of progressive disease. Median duration of vismo treatment was comparable in both cohorts (mBCC: 12.9 months, laBCC: 12.7 months). The median time to overall response appeared to be shorter in the mBCC (57 days) than in the laBCC cohort (140 days). The ERIVANCE trial was also the first to report on typical hedgehog inhibitor-related adverse events (AEs). These include muscle spasms, alopecia, dysgeusia and weight loss in decreasing frequency among others. At least one AE was reported in 100% of patients. The incidence of treatment-related AEs increased with the duration of exposure to vismo in this trial, as demonstrated by comparison of patients treated for less and more than 12 months. Overall, 92% of patients had discontinued treatment by the time of the final analysis. Disease progression was the most common reason for treatment discontinuation in patients with metastatic disease (51.5%), while patients with laBCC most often discontinued treatment based on their own decision (32.4%) or because of AEs (24% of patients).

After regulatory approval of vismo, Chang et al reported on 119 patients with advanced BCC who received vismo in an expanded access study (Table 1).71 Sixty-two and 57 of these patients had laBCC and mBCC, respectively. In addition, 19 patients with basal cell nevus syndrome were included in this study. Efficacy was evaluable in 95 patients and was comparable to the ERIVANCE study: an ORR of 46.4% and 30.8% was reported in laBCC and mBCC patients, respectively. Disease control was achieved in 94.6% (laBCC) and 82.1% (mBCC) of patients. Progressive disease was only
reported in a total of three patients with mBCC. By univariate analysis, prior systemic therapy was found to reduce the probability of response to vismo in patients with laBCC in this study ($P=0.002$). Contrary to the ERIVANCE study, median time to objective response was similar in mBCC and laBCC cohorts (2.6 months in both). Mean follow-up of this study was only 6.5 months, as it was terminated, once vismo was commercially available. During this limited follow-up period, the safety profile of vismo concerning the frequency and character of treatment-related AEs was similar to the ERIVANCE study.

To further assess the safety of vismo treatment, in 2011, the STEVIE study was initiated (Table 1). In this single-arm, open-label, Phase II trial, 1,215 patients (1,119 with laBCC and 96 with mBCC) were treated with the standard dose of vismo continuously until disease progression, death, unacceptable toxicity or other reasons for discontinuation. Results of both an interim and the primary analysis of the trial have been published. The primary end point of the trial was safety. Ninety-eight percent of patients in this large-scale study experienced at least one AE related to vismo treatment. The most common AEs were in line with previous studies and are summarized in Table 2. Unlike suggested by the results of the ERIVANCE trial, no increase in frequency or severity of AEs with increased time on treatment could be shown in the STEVIE trial. After a median follow-up of 17.9 months, 31% of patients (380) discontinued vismo treatment owing to AEs. These AEs were mostly low grade (Common Toxicity Criteria [CTC] grade 1 or 2) and included muscle spasm, dysgeusia, weight loss, alopecia, decreased appetite, asthenia, fatigue, ageusia and nausea in decreasing frequency. Within 12 months after treatment discontinuation, 54.5% of patients were free of any AEs, demonstrating the reversibility of most vismo-related AEs. Of note, the incidence of cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) was 4.2% in the STEVIE study, which is comparable to the incidence in the

### Table 1 Summary of efficacy and safety findings of the largest clinical trials investigating vismodegib in BCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Efficacy findings</th>
<th>Safety findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERIVANCE</td>
<td>Phase II, two-cohort, multicenter study: Advanced BCC; Vismodegib 150 mg QD</td>
<td>• ORR (local review): 60.3% (laBCC) and 48.5% (mBCC)</td>
<td>Frequent any-grade AEs: muscle spasms (71%), alopecia (66%), dysgeusia (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n=104 (71 laBCC and 33 mBCC patients)</td>
<td>• PFS: 12.9 (laBCC) and 9.3 months (mBCC)</td>
<td>weight loss (51%), fatigue (43%), nausea (33%), diarrhea (27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP analysis</td>
<td>Open-label, multicenter study: Advanced BCC; Vismodegib 150 mg QD n=119</td>
<td>• ORR (local review): 46.4% (laBCC) and 30.8% (mBCC)</td>
<td>Reason for treatment discontinuation: PD (28%), patient decision (26%), AEs (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chang et al)</td>
<td>(62 laBCC and 57 mBCC patients)</td>
<td>• PFS and DOR not assessed due to limited follow-up (median of 6.5 months for safety)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEVIE</td>
<td>Phase II, single-arm, multicenter, open-label, safety study: Advanced BCC;</td>
<td>• ORR (local review): 68.5% (laBCC) and 36.9% (mBCC)</td>
<td>Frequent any-grade AEs: muscle spasms (71%), dysgeusia (71%), alopecia (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vismodegib 150 mg QD n=1,215 (1,119 laBCC and 96 mBCC patients)</td>
<td>• PFS: 23.2 (laBCC) and 13.1 (mBCC) months</td>
<td>diarrhea (25%), fatigue (19%), nausea (19%), weight loss (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIKIE</td>
<td>Phase II, randomized, controlled, double-blind trial: Patients with multiple</td>
<td>• DOR: 23.0 (laBCC) and 13.9 months (mBCC)</td>
<td>Reason for treatment discontinuation: switch to commercial product (66%), PD (13%), AEs (4%), patient decision (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>($&gt;6$) BCCs; N=229 (85 patients with basal cell nevus syndrome)</td>
<td>• Reduction of mean number of BCCs at week 73: 62.7% in treatment group A (9.8–3.4 lesions) and 54.0% in treatment group B (9.1–3.5 lesions)</td>
<td>Frequent any-grade AEs: muscle spasms (66%), alopecia (62%), dysgeusia (55%), weight loss (41%), nausea (18%), fatigue (16%), diarrhea (16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group A: vismodegib 150 mg QD for 12 weeks, then 3 cycles of 8 weeks placebo</td>
<td>• Patients without new BCCs at the end of treatment: 72 of 94 (77%) in group A and 64 of 86 (74.4%) in group B</td>
<td>Reason for treatment discontinuation: AEs (31%), others not reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and 12 weeks vismodegib; Group B: vismodegib 150 mg QD for 24 weeks, then 3 cycles of 8 weeks placebo and 8 weeks vismodegib</td>
<td></td>
<td>Frequent any-grade AEs (group A/B): muscle spasms (69/72%), dysgeusia (65/65%), alopecia (63/65%), fatigue (21/23%), weight loss (20/19%), nausea (20/12%), diarrhea (18/15%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Advanced BCC: either laBCC or mBCC not amenable for surgery or radiotherapy.
Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; DOR, duration of response; EAP, expanded access program; laBCC, locally advanced BCC; mBCC, metastatic BCC; ORR, overall response rate; PD, progressive disease; PFS, progression-free survival; QD, once daily.
age-matched general population. Hence, an increased risk of SCC development in patients treated with vismo which has been previously proposed, for example, by Orouji et al and Mohan et al, was not confirmed in the STEVIE trial. This is in line with a recent retrospective analysis including 1,675 patients. Among the patients, 1,161 were evaluable for response to treatment in the STEVIE trial. Investigator-assessed ORR was 68.5% in laBCC and 36.9% in mBCC patients. Similar to the ERIVANCE trial, median DOR appeared to be shorter in metastatic than in locally advanced disease (13.9 vs 23.0 months). A total of 219 patients (18.1%) with Gorlin syndrome were enrolled in the STEVIE trial. The ORR in this subgroup was 81.7% and 80.0% in patients with laBCC and mBCC, respectively. In addition, the rate of complete responses was higher in patients with Gorlin syndrome than in the overall study population (45.1% vs 28.2%). The authors attributed these differences in response to the younger age and better performance status of patients with Gorlin syndrome, but further research seems necessary to address these findings.

Tang et al investigated vismo in a different setting in patients with Gorlin syndrome. These authors conducted a randomized, double-blind trial comparing vismo with placebo in Gorlin patients with at least ten surgically eligible primary BCCs. Patients could receive vismo treatment for up to 36 months. Efficacy in patients with multiple BCCs was excellent, as all patients treated with vismo experienced a reduction in the sum of the total lesion size. Moreover, vismo treatment led to a significant reduction in the appearance of new BCCs compared to placebo. However, only five of all 40 patients in the trial who received vismo tolerated treatment without a treatment break due to AEs. Drug discontinuation, in turn, was shown to increase the appearance of new BCCs again and also led to reappearance of initially present BCCs in some cases. Although a positive long-term effect of intermittent vismo treatment on the incidence of BCC in Gorlin syndrome patients was suggested, improvement of vismo tolerability remains crucial. Specific AE management guidelines have been published in this context, which for example recommend the administration of amlodipine for the treatment of hedgehog inhibitor-associated muscle spasms.

Along these lines – in order to improve tolerability of vismo treatment – the MIKIE trial was initiated (Table 1). This 1:1 randomized, double-blind Phase II trial compared different intermittent dosing regimens of vismo in patients with multiple primary BCCs. In this trial, 229 patients with at least six clinically evident BCCs were enrolled. Patients randomized to group A received 150 mg vismo per day

| Table 2 Overview of selected treatment-related AEs in the STEVIE trial (n=1,215) |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Type of AE/CTC grade            | Any grade (n (%)) | Grade 1–2 (n (%)) | Grade 3–4 (n (%)) |
| Muscle spasms                  | 807 (66.4)       | 712 (58.6)       | 95 (7.8)         |
| Alopecia                       | 747 (61.5)       | 731 (60.2)       | 16 (1.3)         |
| Dysgeusia                      | 663 (54.6)       | 637 (52.4)       | 26 (2.1)         |
| Weight loss                    | 493 (40.6)       | 444 (36.5)       | 48 (4.0)         |
| Decreased appetite             | 303 (24.9)       | 283 (23.3)       | 20 (1.6)         |
| Asthenia                       | 291 (24.0)       | 267 (22.0)       | 23 (1.9)         |
| Nausea                         | 218 (17.9)       | 214 (17.6)       | 4 (0.3)          |
| Ageusia                        | 213 (17.5)       | 197 (16.2)       | 16 (1.3)         |
| Fatigue                        | 201 (16.5)       | 181 (14.9)       | 20 (1.6)         |
| Diarrhoea                      | 197 (16.2)       | 189 (15.6)       | 8 (0.7)          |
| Arthralgia                     | 124 (10.2)       | 120 (9.9)        | 4 (0.3)          |
| Constipation                   | 116 (9.5)        | 114 (9.4)        | 2 (0.2)          |
| Vomiting                       | 102 (8.4)        | 99 (8.1)         | 3 (0.2)          |
| Headache                       | 92 (7.6)         | 89 (7.3)         | 3 (0.2)          |
| Anaemia                        | 89 (7.3)         | 71 (5.8)         | 18 (1.5)         |
| Myalgia                        | 81 (6.7)         | 74 (6.1)         | 7 (0.6)          |
| Increased CPK                  | 60 (4.9)         | 46 (3.8)         | 14 (1.2)         |
| Increased GGT                  | 58 (4.8)         | 28 (2.3)         | 30 (2.5)         |
| Increased AST                  | 56 (4.6)         | 49 (4.0)         | 7 (0.6)          |
| Increased ALT                  | 56 (4.6)         | 44 (3.6)         | 12 (1.0)         |
| Rash                           | 55 (4.5)         | 55 (4.5)         | 0               |
| Cutaneous SCC*                 | 38 (3.1)         | 23 (1.9)         | 12 (1.0)         |

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; CPK, creatine phosphokinase; CTC, Common Toxicity Criteria; GGT, gamma-glutamyltransferase; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma. *One patient with asthenia and three patients with cutaneous SCC experienced a CTC grade 5 adverse event (death).
for 12 weeks followed by an 8-week treatment break per cycle. Treatment was terminated after the vismo phase of the fourth cycle, resulting in a total treatment duration of 72 weeks. Patients in group B received vismo for 24 weeks initially, followed by an 8-week-off, 8-week-on treatment schedule, also until 72 weeks of treatment duration had been reached. Thereafter, a follow-up period of 52 weeks started. According to the primary analysis of the MIKIE trial, at week 73, the mean number of BCCs was reduced from baseline by 62.7% in treatment group A and 54.0% in treatment group B. This difference did not reach statistical significance in an exploratory analysis. A significant difference between treatment groups in this regard was only reported in the subgroup of patients without Gorlin syndrome (72 patients in each group). Frequency of BCC recurrence after treatment termination was not reported in the primary analysis due to limited follow-up. Frequency and character of vismo-related AEs with intermittent dosing were similar in both treatment arms and generally comparable to continuous dosing trials such as STEVIE. However, intermittent dosing appears to be associated with the appearance of fewer CTC grade 3 or 4 AEs (31% of patients in the MIKIE vs 44% in the STEVIE study). Treatment exposure may also improve with intermittent treatment, as 23% of patients in the MIKIE population discontinued treatment due to AEs (compared to 31% in the STEVIE trial). In group A of the MIKIE trial, this percentage was even lower (19.8% or 23/116 patients). The authors concluded that both intermittent treatment regimens investigated in the MIKIE appear to be equally effective and tolerable and hence may present a valuable strategy in patients with multiple BCCs requiring long-term treatment with vismo.

An emerging alternative treatment strategy utilizing vismo is the neoadjuvant setting. In 2013, Chang et al reported a first case of successful neoadjuvant vismo therapy before surgical excision of a large laBCC on the scalp of a patient with Gorlin syndrome. Most recently, Mortier et al presented the first results of a multicenter neoadjuvant trial with vismo (VISMONEO), including 55 patients with laBCC. The mean size of the target lesion in this study was 47.3 mm. Patients received continuous vismo treatment until for a period of up to 10 months until best response was reached. Eighty percent of patients (44) in the study cohort reached the primary end point downstaging of surgical procedure. Twenty-seven patients (49.1%) achieved a clinical complete response. Twenty-five of these complete responses were proven histologically by biopsy. Follow-up data will be necessary to confirm the durability of responses reported in this trial. This may determine whether neoadjuvant vismo treatment can lead to long-term disease control and make avoidance of extensive surgery in selected patients possible.

**Overview on the benefit-to-risk profile of vismo and potential for combination treatments**

laBCCs, which have either progressed to an inoperable state or metastasized can be often disfiguring or debilitating and frequently affect the psychological state and quality of life (QoL) of patients. Especially, the size and the number of lesions have been found to have an important impact on QoL. The durable reduction in size of tumor lesions after vismo treatment was considered as a clinical benefit and led to the approval of vismo for the treatment of laBCC by the FDA. Further analysis of the pivotal ERIVANCE BCC trial showed that 76.2% of the patients benefitted from the treatment with clinically meaningful and durable responses, which is regardless of age. A recent review also speculates about a possible survival benefit of patients with mBCC with vismo treatment. Although intracranial invasion of BCC is rare, those patients may also benefit from vismo treatment. Moreover, vismo has been successfully used to treat immunosuppressed patients with solid organ transplants, who have an increased risk to develop cutaneous malignancies.

One of the major limitations in the use of vismo is the occurrence of treatment-emergent AEs leading to lower treatment adherence and discontinuation of therapy. As stated earlier, nearly all patients treated with vismo experience at least one treatment-emergent AE. Although the majority of AEs associated with vismo are usually of low grade, 46 fatalities (3.8%) were reported as related to vismo treatment in the STEVIE trial. The debate about the association of vismo treatment with an increased risk to develop cutaneous SCC has been addressed earlier. SCC can either arise in histologically confirmed BCCs resistant to vismo or arise in areas separate from the treated BCCs. Besides SCC, fast-growing melanoma following vismo treatment has also been reported in two patients, which clearly warrants further investigation concerning its clinical significance. Clinicians should also be aware of possible hepatotoxicity associated with vismo therapy. Although it is unclear whether the observed hepatotoxicity is directly attributable to vismo or the result of drug–drug interactions between vismo and other concomitant medications, it is currently recommended that...
the concurrent use of vismo and medication interfering with hepatic metabolism should be avoided. Concerning other rare AEs, also isolated cases of potentially life-threatening skin conditions such as drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms or acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis have been reported to be associated with vismo.

In clinical practice, one key challenge is to overcome either primary (intrinsic) resistance to vismo (BCCs not at all responding to treatment) as observed by Zhu et al or secondary (acquired) resistance (tumor initially responding to vismo) as reported by Chang and Oro.

Mutations in smoothened, frizzled class receptor (SMO) confer resistance to vismo in at least 50% of refractory BCCs, which is why other targets downstream of SMO have been proposed as further therapeutic options. Due to the cross talk between the hedgehog and other signaling pathways, a combination of vismo with other pathway inhibitors could synergistically lead to enhanced tumor elimination. Data from experiments in mice suggest the SOX9–mTOR axis as such a potential additional target. This is further supported by a recent case report where concomitant application of vismo and the mTOR inhibitor everolimus led to a successful eradication of a locally destructive BCC without significantly increased toxicity. However, future clinical trials are needed to determine the clinical benefit of this combination. Another potential combinatorial approach could be the addition of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors to vismo, since the combined inhibition of EGFR and hedgehog signaling significantly reduced the growth of mouse BCC cell lines in vitro. The simultaneous inhibition of the hedgehog pathway and histone deacetylase has been proposed as another strategy to overcome vismo resistance in laBCC.

The observation that a proportion of BCCs express PD-L1 and that resistance to hedgehog inhibition can be hindered by anti-PD-1 therapy provides a rationale for combination of vismo and PD-1 pathway blockade. The potential of this combination is currently assessed as part of a clinical trial already mentioned earlier in this review (NCT02690948).

Vismo treatment can be combined not only with other systemic treatments but also with conventional treatment options such as surgery or RT. Besides the previously discussed neoadjuvant approach combining vismo treatment with surgery, two clinical trials are currently investigating the concurrent use of vismo and radiation therapy (NCT01835626 and NCT02956889). Thus far, this strategy has been described to be feasible in several case reports.

Alternative to RT, vismo treatment may also be combined with other nonsurgical treatments such as PDT, as recently reported by Rizzo et al.

Patient-focused perspectives such as QoL

Especially, the basal cell nevus (Gorlin) syndrome has a substantial influence on the QoL and is linked to an increased frequency of depressive symptoms. Due to possible disfigurement and prolonged recovery time, invasive treatments such as surgery may have a greater impact on QoL and negatively affect psychological well-being than noninvasive treatments. Therefore, vismo treatment could possibly improve QoL of these patients, as vismo has proven to be specifically efficacious in patients with Gorlin syndrome both in the study by Tang et al and the MIKIE trial. The decreased rate of treatment discontinuations observed with intermittent dosing could possibly reflect that in patients with multiple BCCs the long-term gain of treatment may outweigh the impact of treatment-related AEs.

Side effects of vismo clearly decrease QoL and limit long-term treatment, but they resolve after discontinuation of therapy within different time frames. Muscle spasms, which usually occur early during treatment, are the most frequently observed AE during vismo therapy and greatly impact treatment adherence and outcome. Patients with Gorlin syndrome seem to suffer more frequently from muscle spasms than patients with laBCC. In a prospective study with 30 patients with BCC, vismo-induced muscle cramps were mostly experienced in lower limbs at night time, subsequently affecting daily activities. Adequate hydration and muscle stretching may be an effective management strategy to improve vismo-induced muscle cramps. The frequency of muscle spasms during vismo treatment may be alleviated by the use of calcium channel blockers or cannabis. Recently, a small randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial has demonstrated the efficacy of the dietary supplement levocarnitine to significantly reduce not only the frequency of muscle spasms but also the number of body locations affected by vismo-induced muscle spasms. Quinine and muscle relaxants such as cyclobenzaprine may also be used to alleviate muscle cramps caused by vismo treatment.

Hedgehog signaling is not only involved in the pathogenesis of BCC but also implicated in the morphogenesis and function of hair follicles. Therefore, it is not surprising that alopecia has been reported in over 60% of patients with BCC across clinical trials with vismo. Of note, patients with Gorlin syndrome seem to be affected by alopecia more often than patients with laBCC. The hair loss observed with
vismo is typically gradual and may not only affect the head but also other body hair such as eyebrows and eyelashes.\textsuperscript{113} Although vismo-induced alopecia is typically resolving within 6–12 months after treatment discontinuation, it may be prolonged in some cases.\textsuperscript{113,121} Particularly in women, vismo-induced alopecia may lead to lower self-esteem, poorer body image and lower QoL as shown for cancer in general.\textsuperscript{122}

The hedgehog pathway is also a regulator of the formation and maintenance of taste buds.\textsuperscript{123} Since vismo directly alters molecular signaling in taste buds,\textsuperscript{124} it is not unexpected that taste disturbances (dysgeusia/ageusia) occur in more than 50% of BCC patients treated with vismo.\textsuperscript{54,78,113} Taste disturbances typically develop within the first months of treatment and often make changes in the daily diet of patients necessary. Furthermore, they may cause weight loss, anorexia and depression.\textsuperscript{113} Besides decreased appetite and weight loss, which can be linked to taste alterations, asthenia has been reported as one of the most common side effects of vismo, occurring in over 20% of patients in the STEVIE trial.\textsuperscript{54} Interestingly, in patients with Gorlin syndrome, diarrhea, nausea and fatigue are also listed among the most common treatment-emergent AEs associated with vismo in this trial.\textsuperscript{54} Since vismo is teratogenic in animals and can result in embryo–fetal death or severe birth defects,\textsuperscript{125} effective methods of contraception under vismo therapy are mandatory both for male and female patients of reproductive age.

Conclusion – place in therapy

Since its regulatory approval more than 5 years ago, vismo has become an established treatment option for patients with advanced BCC in clinical practice. However, certain limitations of vismo treatment should be kept in mind. The inevitably occurring side effects of vismo lead to a significant rate of treatment discontinuation limiting overall drug exposure. Hence, long-term continuous treatment with vismo is not feasible in most patients. Clinical end points which may help to determine the optimal treatment duration (lifelong/continuous treatment vs treatment until best response) are lacking. Alternative dosing regimens, such as those investigated in the MIKIE trial,\textsuperscript{58} may improve tolerability and dose exposure potentially enhancing the drug’s therapeutic value. Improved drug tolerability is particularly important in situations that require long-term treatment, for example, patients with the basal cell nevus syndrome who repeatedly develop multiple BCCs over decades.

In advanced BCC, in turn, neoadjuvant vismo treatment may be increasingly integrated into the multimodality therapeutic approach that is individually determined for every patient. This requires that the responses seen after neoadjuvant therapy in the VISMONEO trial\textsuperscript{106} prove to be durable and thorough, as development of skip lesions is conceivable with adjuvant vismo treatment and needs to be excluded. Alternative or adjunct to vismo therapy in advanced BCC, other systemic treatment approaches, such as PD-1- or PD-L1 antibody-based immunotherapy, may gain more and more importance as ongoing clinical trials progress.

Yet, clinicians should keep in mind that the vast majority of BCCs can be cured by relatively simple surgical or nonsurgical methods. These do also appear superior to systemic treatment with vismo or other hedgehog inhibitors in terms of cost-effectiveness, although comparative studies are missing. Skin cancer-screening programs and measures to raise the awareness of UV protection and skin cancer in the general population should enable early detection of most BCCs and hence avoid an increase in the absolute numbers of patients requiring systemic therapy for BCC in the future.
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